












































 

 

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 
 

TO THE READERS OF LONGBURN SCHOOL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2021 

 
 
The Auditor-General is the auditor of Longburn School (the School). The Auditor-General has 
appointed me, David Fraser, using the staff and resources of Silks Audit Chartered Accountants 
Limited, to carry out the audit of the financial statements of the School on his behalf. 
 
Opinion 
 
We have audited the financial statements of the School on pages 2 to 20, that comprise the 
statement of financial position  as at 31 December 2021, the statement of comprehensive revenue 
and expense, statement of changes in net assets/equity and statement of cash flows for the year 
ended on that date, and the notes to the financial statements that include accounting policies and 
other explanatory information. 
 
In our opinion the financial statements of the School:  
 
 present fairly, in all material respects: 

  
o its financial position as at 31 December 2021; and 
 
o its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended; and 
 
o comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand in accordance 

with with Tier 2 PBE Accounting Standards (PBE IPSAS) Reduced Disclosure 
Regime 

 
Our audit was completed on 31 May 2022. This is the date at which our opinion is expressed. 
 
The basis for our opinion is explained below. In addition, we outline the responsibilities of the Board 
and our responsibilities relating to the financial statements, we comment on other information, and 
we explain our independence. 
 
Basis for our opinion 
 
We carried out our audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, which 
incorporate the Professional and Ethical Standards and the International Standards on Auditing 
(New Zealand) issued by the New Zealand Auditing and Assurance Standards Board. Our 
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Responsibilities of the auditor 
section of our report. 
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We have fulfilled our responsibilities in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards.  
 
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a 
basis for our opinion. 
 
 
Responsibilities of the Board for the financial statements  
 
The Board is responsible on behalf of the School for preparing financial statements that are fairly 
presented and that comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand. The 
Board of Trustees is responsible for such internal control as it determines is necessary to enable 
it to prepare financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or 
error.  
 
In preparing the financial statements, the Board is responsible on behalf of the School for 
assessing the School’s ability to continue as a going concern. The Board is also responsible for 
disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of 
accounting, unless there is an intention to close or merge the School, or there is no realistic 
alternative but to do so. 
 
The Board’s responsibilities, in terms of the requirements of the Education and Training Act 2020, 
arise from section 87 of the Education Act 1989. 
 
Responsibilities of the auditor for the audit of the financial statements  
 
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements, as a 
whole, are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s 
report that includes our opinion.  
 
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit carried 
out in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards will always detect a material 
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements are differences or omissions of amounts or disclosures, 
and can arise from fraud or error. Misstatements are considered material if, individually or in the 
aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the decisions of readers taken on the 
basis of these financial statements. 
 
For the budget information reported in the financial statements, our procedures were limited to 
checking that the information agreed to the School’s approved budget. 
 
We did not evaluate the security and controls over the electronic publication of the financial 
statements.  
 
As part of an audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, we exercise 
professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. Also: 
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 We identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, 

whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those 
risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our 
opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher 
than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional 
omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control. 

 
 We obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit 

procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing 
an opinion on the effectiveness of the School’s internal control. 

 
 We evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of 

accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the Board. 
 
 We conclude on the appropriateness of the use of the going concern basis of accounting 

by the Board and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty 
exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the School’s ability 
to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are 
required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial 
statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions 
are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, 
future events or conditions may cause the School to cease to continue as a going concern. 

 
 We evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, 

including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying 
transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation. 

 
 We assess the risk of material misstatement arising from the school payroll system, which 

may still contain errors. As a result, we carried out procedures to minimise the risk of 
material errors arising from the system that, in our judgement, would likely influence 
readers’ overall understanding of the financial statements. 

 
We communicate with the Board regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing 
of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control 
that we identify during our audit.  
 
Our responsibilities arises from the Public Audit Act 2001. 
 
Other information 
 
The Board is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises Statement of 
Financial Responsibility, Board of Trustees schedule included under the School Directory page 
and the Analysis of Variance, but does not include the financial statements, Kiwisport statement 
included as appendices, and our auditor’s report thereon. 
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Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express 
any form of audit opinion or assurance conclusion thereon. 
 
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other 
information. In doing so, we consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with 
the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be 
materially misstated. If, based on our work, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of 
this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard. 
 
Independence 
 
We are independent of the School in accordance with the independence requirements of the 
Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, which incorporate the independence requirements of 
Professional and Ethical Standard 1: International Code of Ethics for Assurance Practitioners 
issued by the New Zealand Auditing and Assurance Standards Board. 
 
Other than the audit, we have no relationship with or interests in the School. 
 
 
 
 
 
David Fraser 
Silks Audit Chartered Accountants Ltd 
On behalf of the Auditor-General 
Whanganui, New Zealand 
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Schoolwide Achievement Targets - 2021
Writing

Our 2020 data showed that:
At the end of Term 4 2020 our 2020 Yr 1, 2 and 3 cohorts are all achieving below expectation (47%, 35%, and 35% respectively).  As with our reading data, from Yr 4 onwards there is
a very positive trend in the data.

Our data reflects the collective achievement of all our learners, including those with special needs.

Ethnicity and Gender:
There has been a disappointing increase in the number of female Māori students achieving below expectation, from 30% at the end of Term 2 2020 to 41% at the end of Term 4
2020.

Our Māori female students are still over-represented in this data.

2021 Target:
‘To increase the number of Yr 2, 3 and 4 students (2020 Yr 1, 2 and 3 cohorts), and Māori female students, achieving at or above the benchmark

expectations’.

Actions
(what did we do?)

Outcomes
(what happened?)

Reasons for the variance
(why did it happen?)

Evaluation
(where to next?)



➢ Created a Lead Teacher of Literacy position and
utilised this teachers knowledge and best
practices to support teacher development in
literacy.

➢ Continued embedding of the PLD around
integrating reading and writing skills within
learning programmes.

➢ Enhanced moderation systems and improved
collaboration between teachers when marking,
reviewing and moderating writing samples.

➢ Ongoing ‘Literacy Data’ Meetings each term.
➢ Targeted teacher-aide support.
➢ Developed a ‘Literacy Poutama’ to better support

the teachers planning and assessment needs.
➢ Utilised the PaCT tool in writing, supporting the

strengthening of moderation processes.
➢ Ongoing expectation of ’explicit’ and ‘on top of

teaching’ with teacher aide resourcing to ensure
teachers can effectively schedule these
workshops (utilising time during ‘Investigations
and RAP’ sessions).

At the end of term 4 2021 our analysed data
showed only 61% of our children were
achieving at or above the benchmark
expectations, with our junior school data
lowering our schoolwide data percentages.

Our target cohorts for 2021 were our Yr 2, 3, 4
students and Māori female students with the Yr
4 cohort being the only one to have shown
reasonable progress over the year as a cohort.

Our target for 2022 will need to focus on 2022
Yr 2, 3 and 4 cohorts, along with our Male and
Māori students.

Staff changes in the Junior HUB with
new staff requiring PLD and
induction into our literacy
approaches.

Implications on students and
families due to COVID19 Pandemic.

The literacy capital of many of our
new entrants when they start school
remains a concern.

Achievement target for
2022:

‘To increase the number of
Yr 2, 3 and 4 students
(2021 Yr 1, 2 and 3
cohorts), and our Male and
Maōri students achieving
at or above the benchmark
expectations’.

Planning for next year (2022 identified next steps):
● Lead Teacher Literacy to be released to support literacy across the school (mainly MSL).
● Further develop intervention programmes with an emphasis on better supporting the needs of mainly our Junior School and Māori learners across our school.
● Ensure that any new staff to the school are brought up to speed with our Literacy Programmes (especially the MSL Approach) through both inservice and external PLD.
● Continue implementing our Literacy Data Meetings.
● Utilise our newly developed ‘Literacy Poutama’ to support teachers planning and assessment.
● Continuing use of the PaCT tool in writing to support in further enhancing moderation processes, accessing PLD as able to support teachers new to the school and/or with

less experience in the tools application.
● Further review, develop and trial systems that promote learner engagement and motivate learners as writers.
● Continue developing formative assessment systems to support learners knowing their next learning steps and developing their own agency.
● Ensure external support (RT Lit, MoE) sought in a timely manner for targeted learners who are not showing adequate progress over time.
● Ongoing expectation of ‘on top of teaching’ with teacher aide resourcing to ensure teachers can effectively schedule these workshops (utilising time during ‘Investigations

and RAP’ sessions.
● Analysis of our new ‘On Entry Survey’ which includes a motor skills assessment, the 5 Week Survey, and after 1 Yr Survey data to ensure early intervention.
● Continue to develop and strengthen our networks with Early Childhood Centres.
● Establish ‘Early Literacy Foundation’ workshops as part of our transition to school programme.
● X-Grouping for MSL - schoolwide if needs reflect this to be the best way to deliver the learning.

Reading
Our 2020 data showed that
Term 2 2020 analysed data showed that 74% of our students are achieving at or above the benchmark expectation compared to 79% at the end of term 4 2020.



At the end of term 4 2020, our Yr 2 and 3 cohorts (Yr 1 and 2 2019) remain of concern, along with our 2020 Yr 1 cohort.   Although there has been steady progress for

these year levels over the year, they still have the greatest negative impact on our data with Yr 1 42% below  (43% in Term 2), Yr 2 50% below (53% in Term 2), and Yr

3 29% below (47% in Term 2).  As with our writing data, from Yr 4 onwards there is a positive trend in the data.  Our male and Maori student cohorts identified in the

data also predominantly come from the Yr 1-3 level.

Gender and Ethnicity:

68% of our Male Maori students are now achieving at or above the benchmark expectation compared to  55.5% at the end of term 2 2020.

69% of our Maori students are achieving at or above the benchmark expectation compared to 65% at the end of Term 2 2020.

77% of our male students are achieving at or above benchmark expectations compared to 69.9% at the end of Term 2 2020.  Some good progress in achievement

here.

Our Māori students, especially in HUB 1, will form a part of our targets for 2021.

Cohort:

Our target for 2021 will remain including our Yr 1, 2 and 3 students (which includes our Yr 1 and 2 cohorts from 2020).  It will also need to include our Maori learners.

2021 Target:
‘To increase the number of students, especially the Yr 2 and 3 cohorts (2020 Yrs 1 and 2) cohorts, along with our Māori students,  achieving at or above

the Benchmark expectations in Reading’.

Actions (what did we do?) Outcomes (what happened?)
Our 2021 analysed data shows that...

Reasons for the variance (why
did it happen?)

Evaluation (where to
next?)

➢ Created a Lead Teacher of Literacy position and
utilised this teachers knowledge and best
practices to support teacher development in
literacy.

➢ Continued embedding of the PLD around
integrating reading and writing skills within
learning programmes.

➢ Enhanced moderation systems and improved
collaboration between teachers when marking,
reviewing and moderating writing samples.

➢ Ongoing ‘Literacy Data’ Meetings each term.
➢ Targeted teacher-aide support.
➢ Developed a ‘Literacy Poutama’ to better support

the teachers planning and assessment needs.
➢ Utilised the PaCT tool in writing, supporting the

strengthening of moderation processes.
➢ Ongoing expectation of ’explicit’ and ‘on top of

teaching’ with teacher aide resourcing to ensure
teachers can effectively schedule these

Achievement data gathered and analysed in
2021 shows that, in relation to Benchmark
Expectations in Reading:
At the end of term 4 2021 our analysed data
showed that 78% of our students were
achieving at or above the benchmark
expectation.

Our Yr 2 cohort (Yr 3 2022) remains of concern
at the end of term 4 2021, with only 50%
achieving at or above the benchmark
expectations.

Our target for 2022 will need to focus on our Yr
3 cohort, with close monitoring of the Male
Māori students progress and achievement in
this cohort.

Staff changes in the Junior HUB with
new staff requiring PLD and
induction into our literacy
approaches.

Implications on students and
families due to COVID19 Pandemic.

The literacy capital of many of our
new entrants when they start school
remains a concern.

The cohorts to be
specifically targeted in this
area for 2022 are reflected
in the target below.

Achievement target for
2022:
‘To increase the number of
students, especially the Yr 3
cohort (in particular our
male Māori students in this
cohort), achieving at or
above the Benchmark
expectations in Reading’.



workshops (utilising time during ‘Investigations
and RAP’ sessions).

➢ Started creating an MSL school video resource,
capturing how individual sounds etc are taught.

➢ Further development of teacher knowledge
around phonological and phonemic awareness.

➢ Collaboration around developing strategies and
resources to further support struggling readers.

➢ Maintained ‘Early Words’ Programme.
➢ Continued with the implementation of the

‘Stepsweb Online Literacy Programme’ to support
targeted learners and reinforce what was taught
through explicit teaching by class teacher.

Planning for next year (2022 identified next steps):
● Lead Teacher Literacy to be released to support literacy across the school (mainly MSL).
● Further develop intervention programmes with an emphasis on better supporting the needs of mainly our Junior School and Māori learners across our school.
● Ensure that any new staff to the school are brought up to speed with our Literacy Programmes (especially the MSL Approach) through both inservice and external PLD.
● Continue implementing our Literacy Data Meetings.
● Utilise our newly developed ‘Literacy Poutama’ to support teachers planning and assessment.
● Continue developing formative assessment systems to support learners knowing their next learning steps and developing their own agency.
● Ensure external support (RT Lit, MoE) sought in a timely manner for targeted learners who are not showing adequate progress over time.
● Ongoing expectation of ‘on top of teaching’ with teacher aide resourcing to ensure teachers can effectively schedule these workshops (utilising time during ‘Investigations

and RAP’ sessions).
● Analysis of our new ‘On Entry Survey’ which includes a motor skills assessment, the 5 Week Survey, and after 1 Yr Survey data to ensure early intervention.
● Continue to develop and strengthen our networks with Early Childhood Centres.
● Establish ‘Early Literacy Foundation’ workshops as part of our transition to school programme.
● X-Grouping for MSL - schoolwide if needs reflect this to be the best way to deliver the learning.
● If able, reinstate the ‘Reading Together Programme’ onsite or look at online delivery options.

Numeracy
Our 2020 data showed that:
Term 4 2020 analysed data showed that 68% of students were achieving at or above the benchmark expectation at the end of term 4 2020.

Ethnicity:
At the end of term 2 2020, 65% of our female Māori students were achieving at or above the benchmark expectation compared to 50% at the end of term 4 2020.
Our female Māori learners need to remain included in our 2021 target as this cohort is still tracking behind all others at 50%.

Cohort:
There has been a negative shift in the data for most of our Yr level cohorts (Yrs 1,2, 3, 5 and 7 cohorts now requiring interventions and closer monitoring of progress).

Our data reflects the collective achievement of all our learners, including those with special needs.

2021 Target:



‘To increase the number of students (especially in the Yr 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 cohorts in 2021), along with our Maori female students, achieving at or above

the benchmark expectations’.

Actions (what did we do?) Outcomes (what happened?) Reasons for the variance (why did it
happen?)

Evaluation (where to
next?)

➢ ‘SPRING into MATHS’ resources and PLD for all
teachers and teacher-aides in this programme
which was then implemented schoolwide as
relevant.

➢ Integrated Maths (Number) data into our termly
Literacy Data Meetings.

➢ Continued use of the PaCT tool in Maths to
support in further enhancing moderation
processes.

➢ Continued developing formative assessment
systems to support learners knowing their next
learning steps and developing their own agency.

➢ Ensured external support (RTLB, MoE) sought in a
timely manner for targeted learners who are not
showing adequate progress over time.

➢ Ongoing expectation of ‘on top of teaching’ with
teacher aide resourcing to ensure teachers can
effectively schedule these workshops (utilising
time during ‘Investigations and RAP’ sessions).

➢ Continued developing pedagogy around ‘Effective
Maths Teaching / Classrooms’, including the
implementation of the Matrix of Effective Teacher
Practice.

➢ Maths Lead Teacher identified.
➢ Maths LT to facilitate some PLD (e.g. via

https://nzmaths.co.nz/interactive-pd-modules )
➢ Continued trial of MathsWhizz for all Yr 3+

students (Yr 3 of 3) with programme reviewed at
the end of the year and LT report to the Principal
and BOT to support either continuation beyond
2021 or to cease it’s implementation..

➢ Lead (or expert) Teacher of Maths to organise and
facilitate workshops for parents/whānau - an
overview of maths (stages, resources, …).

➢ Effectively and explicitly sharing learning
progressions with students and parents (BUMP IT
UP WALLS, etc)..

At the end of term 4 2021 our analysed
data showed 61% of our students achieving
at or above the benchmark expectations.

Our target for 2021 was to raise
achievement schoolwide (especially in the
Yr 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 cohorts and our Māori
female students).  Out of the identified
cohorts the Yr 4 students were the only
cohort to have made significant progress,
enough to ensure they will not be a
targeted cohort in 2022.  Our targeted
cohorts for 2022 will be our Yr 3, 4 and 7
students, with Māori female also
remaining a target.

Our data reflects the collective
achievement of all our learners, including
those with special needs.

Staff changes.

Implications on students and families
due to COVID19 Pandemic.

Achievement target for
2022:
‘To increase the number of
students (especially in the Yr
3, 4, and 7 cohorts in 2022),
along with our Māori female
students, achieving at or
above the benchmark
expectations’.

https://nzmaths.co.nz/interactive-pd-modules


➢ In-school identification of expert teachers and
provision for development of coaching and
mentoring skills to build leadership capabilities in
these practitioners.

➢ Student survey (attitudes, experiences, perceived
strengths/ weaknesses ….).

➢ Identify teaching staff Professional Development
needs and access appropriate PLD or in-school
support.

➢ Ongoing expectation of ‘explicit teaching’ of
maths to meet the needs of individual learners.

➢ Inquire into the possibility of being involved in
DMIC from beginning of 2022.

Planning for next year (2022):
● Take a 1 yr break from MathsWhizz (review use again for 2023 at the end of the year).
● Maths Lead Teacher (LT) identified.
● Yr 1 of 3 year DMIC contract
● Maths LT to organise/facilitate relevant PLD for staff (based on individual, schoolwide and/or data driven needs).  This should include some PLD via

https://nzmaths.co.nz/interactive-pd-modules .
● Lead (or expert) Teacher of Maths to organise and facilitate workshops for parents/whānau - an overview of maths (stages, resources, …).
● Ongoing collection and analysis of Student Voice (attitudes, experiences, perceived strengths/ weaknesses ….), especially from ‘Priority Learners’.
● Utilise the Longburn School Effective Teaching/Learning Matrix (now combining all areas of teaching the curriculum) to support the identification of PLD needs as a part of

the Professional Growth Cycle.
● Identify current teaching staff Professional Development needs and access appropriate PLD or in-school support.
● Effectively and explicitly sharing learning progressions with students and parents (BUMP IT UP WALLS, etc)..
● Create opportunities to observe and share effective teaching practice with and of others, both within our school environment and within other relevant learning settings.
● Literacy and Numeracy Data Meetings held once a term (usually Week 2) during term time.
● Analysis of our new ‘On Entry Survey’ which includes a motor skills assessment, the 5 Week Survey, and after 1 Yr Survey data to ensure early intervention.
● Strong focus on the moderation and consistency of TJ’s  throughout the school.
● Integrated curriculum planning in line with NZC principles.
● Use of digital technologies to engage students/parents/whānau.
● Implementation and further development of the LSLA to ensure it enhances and supports the development and use of literacy and numeracy.
● Meetings with parents/caregivers for priority learners (end of each term)

School Wide Actions as a result of analysing 2021 achievement data: 
✓ Shared ownership of 2022 Targets based on collaboratively unpacking 2021 Data.
✓ Target Learners have been identified within each class.    These are students who achieved below or well below the Benchmark expectations in 2021 (Reading /

Writing / Maths).   These students' progress is tracked by the classroom teacher and monitored by the SENCo/Principal.
✓ Targeted intervention is required as part of all classroom literacy and maths programmes:  This is based on a tiered support model.
✓ Teacher planning will document interventions being offered to each target learner and outcomes of these interventions in regards to progress of individual

students.
✓ All teachers' individual ‘Teaching as Inquiry’ will have priority learners as their focus in literacy or numeracy.
✓ Literacy/Numeracy Data Meetings and HUB Meetings will have a major focus on discussing interventions and progress of individual targeted learners.

https://nzmaths.co.nz/interactive-pd-modules
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1alXYVryc8WZ45uucyfslhOOXuHdJPJrbQqsA0TAyZhk/edit?ts=6021fc32



